L5: LIDS WITH GROOVED AND CORDONED VERTICAL RIMS

These are sometimes flattened in profile, and some have grooved body.

1 Colchester, Sheepen, Cam. lid 18, 'native'. -S
2 Lexden, group 8 [1104]. 1B+D3-4
3 Heybridge [1148] =AB 213. -B
4 Deal, grave I, AB 89, + brooches. 1B+
5 Prae Wood, XIA [1330]. AD5-40/45
6 Puddlehill, no.60: enclosure 4 ditch. 1S
7 Bletchley, Saffron Gardens, no.110. -S
8 Felmersham burial, no.19, + bronzes. 3B+

Notes
An elaborate native form (although the Felmersham example might be Roman) used for burials. Cf. L4.
L5: lids with grooved and cordoned vertical rims.